QUOTES

• “Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope and confidence.” Helen Keller

• “You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face. You are able to say to yourself, 'I lived through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes along.'” Eleanor Roosevelt

• “It is not so much our friends' help that helps us, as the confidence of their help. Epicurus Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates profoundness. Kindness in giving creates love.” Lao Tzu

• “I've been absolutely terrified every moment of my life - and I've never let it keep me from doing a single thing I wanted to do.” Georgia O'Keeffe

• “You get whatever accomplishment you are willing to declare.” Georgia O'Keeffe
UPCOMING DEPARTMENT MEETINGS

• None (Lance is out of town)

INTERESTING READS (good things to “Read, read, read”!)

• “How to make Science Trustworthy Again”
  o https://www.realclearpolicy.com/articles/2018/07/19/how_to_make_science_trustworthy_again_110717.html

NIH NEWS

• “Can new clinical trial applications get an R56-Bridge award?”
• “For a career development award, who submits my reference letters to the eRA Commons?”

RFAs

• Propose Modeling and Simulation Tools To Improve HIV Prevention Research
"Your physician has to have more confidence in e-prescribing. He followed up with a fax, an e-mail, and a phone call."

**Savage Chickens**

"In this infinitely complex world, how can I help but be plagued by self-doubt?"

"I'm the greatest!!"

"First they build up your confidence with simple addition and subtraction, then they slam you with algebra and calculus. It's quite a clever scheme."

**Garfield**

"Taking a look at tomorrow's weather..."

The high temperature will be between 40 below zero and 200 above!

"This guy's never wrong!"
"In other words, statistics prove that statisticians aren't always right."

CARTOONS SOURCES

- https://i.pinimg.com/originals/3b/d2/c5/3bd2c5d56e49479d019034050d5f65e3.png